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KMT Newsletter, September '15 Edition
Kenya Markets Trust (KMT) uses innovative mechanisms to catalyse and
influence change in market systems through partnerships in the private and public
sector. We work with businesses to influence commercial practices and with the
government to influence policy and regulation. This is geared towards creation of
better performing market systems that are inclusive and create wealth for all,
particularly those at the base of the pyramid.
We highly value your feedback, so please write to us at
comms@kenyamarkets.org for any comments and suggestions you may have
on this newsletter.
Please also visit our Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn accounts for regular updates.
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MbeguChoice:
Advancements to date
MbeguChoice, the online tool
which allows agro-dealers,
extension workers and
farmers across Kenya to learn and access quick information on the seed varieties
of popular crops, is now available in Swahili.
This improvement is meant to make the innovative tool beneficial to even many
more Kenyans. We'd be grateful if you'd interact with the portal and give us your
feedback.
Recently, farmers and agro-dealers voted MbeguChoice as the most popular
agro-technology during the Murang’a Trade Fair.
In a bid to make the platform popular, as well as raising awareness of the wider
constraints in access to good quality crop seed in Kenya, we have started a radio
communication drive in Classic 105, and three vernacular stations - Ramogi, Musyi
and Inooro.

Ministry to upscale PPP
initiatives
Public Private Partnerships (PPP)
present an opportunity for
governments to provide public
goods and services through
involvement of private sector in
the financing, development and
operation of infrastructure in a
country.
Together with SNV, our
co-facilitator in the Water Sector,
we have been supporting
national and county governments
to adopt PPP methodologies for
sustainable water sector
development.

PPP initiatives are proven to be an effective way of sustainably
providing water to communities

Following up on the National Water Conference held in June, the Ministry of Water
and Irrigation, in collaboration with the PPP Unit within the National Treasury,
convened a two-day Water Sector PPP Policy Workshop. The participants were
drawn from Water Sector Institutions (WSI), County Governments, Water Service
Boards(WSBs), Water Service Providers (WSPs) and Development Partners.
Our Water Sector Team was invited to share the experiences drawn from the
pilots we carried out with ten counties on PPP structures.
The stakeholders heard that all Water Sector institutions interested in
infrastructure financing through PPP need to ensure compliance with the PPP Act
of 2013. Compliance will include formation of PPP Nodes and development of
project proposals.
The Ministry of Water promised to explore coming up with a subsidisation strategy
for PPP projects. This, according to the discussants, will go a long way to ensure
sustainability of water projects.
Due to the proven effectiveness of PPP models in water development, we will
continue to work with national and county governments to spur the growth of the
private sector in the delivery of water services.

Continuous Professional
Development in Dairy
Sector
No matter the size of your
business, excellent customer
service needs be at the heart of
your business model if you wish
to be successful.
With this understanding, KMT
co-implementer in the Dairy work,
Technoserve, assisted Livestock Genetics Society of Eastern Africa (LGSEA) to
partner with two marketing firms (ConsumerPro Ltd Ltd and Dot Matrix) to
re-structure their training curriculum, to integrate a customer service component.
The training is designed to foster commercial relationships between the marketing
firms and dairy enterprises looking to improve their customer service skills. This in
turn is expected to lead to better customer service from dairy enterprises to small
holder farmers, increasing the volumes of milk entering the formal supply chain
and improving inputs usage among smallholder farmers.
The LGSEA is a key association that is mandated to self-regulate the Livestock
Genetics industry.
Read more here.

Preferred Stockist in Northern
Kenya
Since pastoralism is the way of life for
virtually all the people inhabiting
Northern Kenya, livestock diseases
are, naturally, one of their major
concerns.
Treating the diseases adequately is
dependent on timely availability of
quality drugs, supplied through
sustainable, appropriate channels that
promote customer service and loyalty
over maximising margins per unit sold.

One of the agrovets identified to roll out Preferred
Stockist Model in Isiolo. Photo: Abdikarim Daud

The region is vast; pastoralists move
around with their herds frequently and range widely, while available agro-dealers
are centralised and have very minimal, if any, relationship with their suppliers. As
a result, fake vets or ‘quacks’ move in to fill the gap, and misuse of veterinary
drugs is common.
KMT’s Livestock team held a field visit in Isiolo to establish possible partners in
animal health inputs supply chain who can roll out the "preferred stockist" model in
the region. This model was piloted with Paksons in Kericho by the KMT Inputs
team, and proved to be an effective way of agro-vet dealers providing quality
inputs, services and information to farmers.
Successful implementation of the model in the north will potentially increase
pastoralists wealth, as healthier livestock will fetch more money in the market.

Customer relations for business
success
As part of our ongoing efforts to promote
improved customer relationship management
(CRM) across all the market systems in
which we are working, KMT’s Agri Inputs
team has been working with Homalime, a
lime producer based in Western Kenya, to
embed CRM as the basis for increasing
sales of agricultural lime to small holder
farmers across the region.

Use of lime to correct soil acidity is proven to
give better yields. Photo: George Mbithi

Most recently, Homalime held workshops on
good customer management with key
agro-dealers in Kakamega County. This
follows the sensitization workshops that the
firm held with agro-dealers and farmers on
the importance and use of lime in correcting
soil acidity.

Homalime’s objective in hold these trainings
is to build their distribution networks in the
region and manage growth through increased sales volumes and repeat
business.
In the most recent training, agro-dealers were exposed to concepts such as
bundling of services and creating farmer loyalty, which would put customers at
the core of their businesses. This focus lies at the core of KMT’s Inputs Strategy
which is anchored on shifting agro dealers away from maximising margins per
units sold, to growth orientated business models, where customer loyalty and
repeat business drive sales.

Staff Profile: Thomas Obiero
Thomas Obiero, a key member of staff in
KMT’s Kisumu Office. He has been key in
helping smallholder farmers in the Rift Valley
region address the issue of soil acidity.
"Soil, just like our bodies, needs care and
nourishment", he says. "Over the years,
excessive use of nitrogen-based fertilisers
has made Kenyan soils acidic, limiting uptake
of nutrients by crops famers cultivate. This
has led to low yields that is making Kenya
more food insecure."
Because soil acidity can be corrected easily by liming the soil, Thomas is helping
Homalime to strengthen their distribution network for agricultural lime so that many
farmers can easily access lime and information on how to use it.
Thomas has a Bsc in Biochemistry from Kenyatta University.

New arrivals
Fredrick Learapo joins our Livestock
Team to help in creating partnerships
between market actors and their clients
(pastoralists), building relationships and
gathering of field information that will help
us measure the systemic changes that
we are looking to achieve.

Fredrick Learapo our new Livestock Team member.
Photo: George Mbithi

His previous engagements include Kenya
Red Cross Society, Pastoralist Integrated
Support Program(PISP),Community
Initiative Facilitation and Assistance(CIFA)

and The BOMA Project.
He has a wide experience in pastoralists community engagements especially
taking them through transformative change processes.
Fred has a Bachelor’s degree in Sustainable Human Development and Diploma in
Community Based Project Planning and Management.

KMT currently receives its funding through the Kenya Market Assistance Programme
(MAP). MAP is funded by UKAID and the Gatsby Charitable Foundation. KMT implements
MAP in partnership with Adam Smith International, Agri Experience, Mercy Corps , SNV
and Technoserve.
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